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I have returned to a South African Government desperately trying to explain to an angry
electorate why it has forced upon them a whole series of VAT increases and, now,
rapidly-rising fuel prices which are being met with violent protest action.
In vain, the ANC has tried to argue that fuel prices are out of their hands when in fact a very
substantial— portion of the pump price is made up of taxes. And given the fact that the ANC
allowed SARS to virtually self destruct under the management of Mr Tom Moyane, there is
simply no way the Government can now cut back on those fuel taxes without seriously
endangering their ability to borrow in international markets.
Now, as my graph below illustrates, crude oil prices have been relatively low in recent years
which provided the ANC with the opportunity to cash in and raise taxes at the fuel pump
without motorists really noticing. But since January 2016 the crude price have been returning
to normal. But heaven help the ANC in an election year if crude oil should in the short term
return to its previous norm of around $110 a barrel which is the likely long-term probability.

Just for the record then, let us note that if a litre of petrol inland costs R14.23, then 37 percent
of that goes in tax while at the coast at R13.89 a litre 38 percent is tax. Clearly, if the ANC had
a healthy tax gathering system it would be amply able to cushion the public against fuel price
increases.
But of course the story does not end there. Due to the Government’s mishandling of the
economy during the Zuma years, our national debt has risen dramatically. Under the tenure of
Finance Minister Trevor Manuel our national debt fell from an apartheid era peak of 48 percent
of GDP to 22 percent in 2008. Now it is back to the apartheid era level. In the Zuma years the
cost of servicing that debt rose from R57-billion in 2010 to R162-billion currently: equal to 13
percent of all taxes currently collected.
For a while the world chose to ignore this fact and with uncertainty about the Trump
administration, the Rand gained value relative to the US Dollar from R16.76 in January 2016 to
R11.64 in February this year. Then came worldwide investor concern at the ANC’s decision to
go for property confiscation without compensation which, of course, potentially threatens any
foreign investment in this country and, inevitably, the world woke up to the economic reality of
South Africa. The Rand has lost value since then to its weakest lately of R 13.88 to the dollar
which has inevitably put a severe squeeze on both the fuel price and upon our ability to meet
the cost of servicing our foreign debt. So we should not be surprised that foreign investors
have taken fright and our stock exchange has come under pressure.

My next graph makes it clear how the JSE All Share Index has taken strain since the ANC’s
announcement of the planned property grab which, readers should note, constitutionally refers
to all property, not just land, which implies that any overseas investment in South Africa could
be potentially at risk. So there should be no wonder there is a general exodus taking place.

South Africa is, happily, not alone in its market discomfort. The following graph makes it clear
that all emerging markets have been taking strain. The black trace shows how emerging
markets have performed relative to Wall Street’s S&P500 Index since January.

However, the big issue so far as international investors are concerned is the future of Wall
Street and given that US unemployment figures, though marginally weaker this month, are at a
nearly all time low and corporate profits are comfortably up following the Trump round of tax
cuts, it should not be surprising that our long-predicted July market slide has been steadily
losing magnitude. In my next graph note, as ShareFinder has long predicted, that both London
(top graph) and New York (lower graph) have been falling since late May. Furthermore the
programme senses that it will be over in London by the first week of August and on Wall Street
by the third week of this month.

Turning to South African Blue Chips, ShareFinder senses that the worst is already over and,
although it predicts a further decline between mid-August and early November, a longer-term

recovery should now be in place.

Prospects Portfolio
All of which brings me to the Prospects Portfolio which, as I predicted, achieved one last peak
in early June before running down to a late June bottom on the 27th. It now appears set for
recovery for the next few months. The red line in the following graph depicts where
ShareFinder thinks the portfolio will go in the next four months:

Note that a third of the portfolio is cash, awaiting an opportune buying moment which, as I
have commented frequently lately, is likely to occur once Wall Street has completed its current
downward correction. Shares worthy of your attention as potential purchases should include
Richemont, AVI, Adaptit, Assore, JSE and Transcap, in that order. Overleaf I have printed a
graph of ShareFinder’s projection of the future movement’s of the Richemont share price with
current best buy opportunities likely to occur on or about September 19 and again on
December 28:

AVI is projected to offer its best buying opportunities on July 17 and again on November 20:

JSE is likely to present its best buying opportunity on or about October 12:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers

Top Performer Lists
In the preceding pages we published lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we
submit, should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as
suggested replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than
the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety.
The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a
greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade
quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk.

